Dear Mākaha Elementary School Parents and Guardians,

I want to thank you all once again for your understanding and your cooperation as we are more than halfway through the 1st Quarter with the Learning From Home model.

I would also like to announce that we will continue to be on the Learning From Home model for the beginning of the 2nd Quarter. The Waianae Complex schools will utilize community based metrics from the Department of Health (DOH) to guide us in decision making for a gradual rollout of the Blended Learning and In-person Learning models. I will communicate with you any updates to information as future decisions are made.

You can find more information on the metrics and our current situation here: https://bit.ly/3kBtemv

We will continue to serve Grab and Go Breakfast from 7:10 – 7:40 and Grab and Go Lunch from 11:15 -11:45 daily. When students return to campus we will continue to serve Grab and Go Breakfast and Lunch for students who are not on campus.

Mahalo,

Wade Araki
Principal